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Conversations on the History of Informatics (I):

An Interview with Niklaus Wirth
Informatics is a young science and during the ﬁrst decades computing
scientists were too busy with the basics to have time for reﬂections.
Informatics seems now to come to its adolescence. It is getting more
and more independent from its many parents such as mathematics,
systems theory, electronics and even economy, and it starts to pose
questions concerning its roots, its deeper sense, and its role in society
– in short, it starts to concern itself with its own history. However,
while many agree that such a history is important, few agree on what
informatics is and how its history should be investigated.
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were the first topic that came from neither
of these two camps. Among languages,
Algol 60 was the first with some measure of mathematical formalism and rigor.
This layer of abstraction was a catalyst for
programming methods, language design,
and algorithms. These topics attracted
new interests, users and ideas about what
to do with a computer.

Who was driving the research
agenda?
Initially it was the military and then business. Despite the interest and involvement
of a new community, computer science
remained for some time an academic

Niklaus Wirth is one of the most influential scientists in the area of informatics. He made essential contributions to Algol-60, and thus to the establishment
of informatics as a science. He designed a series of programming languages. Early
works on Euler, PL/360 and Algol-W were followed by the extremely successful and
significant Pascal language. After Pascal and a longer visit at Xerox PARC in California, he devoted himself to the efficient coupling of hardware, language, compiler and
operating system design. This led to the simple and clean programming languages
Modula(-2) and Oberon(-2), the Lilith and the Ceres computers and the Oberon operating system. Wirth is one of the most quoted authors in computing science. Many
of his books and papers belong to the evergreen classics, one of the best known
being Algorithms + Data Structures = Programs, which helped generations of students to understand how algorithms really work. He was honored with numerous
awards, among others, in 1984, with the ACM’s Turing Award, the highest distinction
a computing scientist can achieve. Wirth has retired from his professorship at the
ETH Zürich, lives in Zürich, actively follows the development of informatics, and
reflects on it with a critical view – not without his fine sense of humor.

stepchild; it was in the house, it was useful, but it had no status. The programmer
was homeless, commuting, as I did at
Berkeley, between the engineering and
mathematics buildings. But in1965 Carnegie-Mellon (Pittsburgh), MIT (Cambridge),
and Stanford (Palo Alto) each conferred
upon computer science the status of an
academic discipline in its own right. Each
of these universities established an independent computer science department,
thus giving recognition, official status,
attention and financing to a sector much
broader than computer technology per se.
This meant a tremendous shift of focus.

But it took many universities, including the ETH in Zurich, another
fifteen years to grant full recognition.
How were you impacted?

were driving forces in the development of
networks. Now it has become difficult to
find a research project in computing that
does not involve networks. These developments profited from advances in language design, but also contributed to it.
For example, I introduced Pascal in 1970,
but Pascal attained its real acceptance after 1977. This was due at least in part to
the personal computer. Along came a generation who had ready access to computers and, most importantly, who had not to
unlearn old habits, whose first interface to
the computer was a high level and structured language. This was the first generation
which was free to focus on what you could
do with the computer, rather than on the

Niklaus Wirth was interviewed by
Ann Dünki, a former Ph.D. student of him.
physics. But a sound education in natural
sciences is essential to an understanding

computer itself.
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Where will informatics take mankind?
Are there important (historical) lessons that we should keep in mind?
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aﬁcionados. What factors and play-
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ers brought us to the tipping point?
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Xerox PARC’s Alto appeared on the scene

of mobility has been abstracted from the

use it to stimulate the way we teach, deal

around 1974 and this powerful workstation

physical world. Rather than deal with the

with, learn and think about the increasing

eventually spawned the ubiquitous perso-

abstraction, people can choose to simply

abstractness of our world; or do we use

nal computer, although the PC of 1980

live within it. So too with informatics. I of-

it as a sedative, to make us drowsy, and

was still a long way behind the Alto. PARC

ten hear people proudly boasting that they

unaware of the real world around us? The

with its Ethernet and the DoD with Arpanet

know nothing about computers, or about

choice will be a historical one. 

The chain reaction had started. With or
without a computer science division, the
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an electric motor, a wing, a gas turbine, a
principles and laws of nature? The computer can provide capabilities and infor-

of the fabric of life, just as mobility has. But
how many people understand the relati-
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